
Psalm 8:3 - 9



• Putting belief to a formula (Keller 
adapted):

• REASON + EVIDENCE + FAITH = BELIEF. 
•Who or What faith is placed in defines one’s 
belief.

•Faith in God/Christ = Christianity.
•Faith in Philosophical Naturalism = Atheist
•Faith in “other” = “Other”



1. Science, by its very nature, cannot 
disprove God. God is supernatural.

Science can only deal with the material 
world. It cannot affirm or deny the 
miraculous or answer spiritual questions.
• “Material” - relating to or concerned with 

matter, the physical, rather than the 
spiritual.



Stephen J Gould - “Science simply cannot by its 
legitimate methods adjudicate the issue of God’s 
possible superintendence of nature. We neither affirm 
nor deny it; we simply can’t comment on it as scientists. 
If some of our crowd have made untoward statements 
claiming that Darwinism disproves God, then I will find 
Mrs. McInerney [Gould’s third-grade teacher] and have 
their knuckles rapped for it…. Science can work only 
with naturalistic explanations; it can neither affirm nor 
deny other types of actors (like God) in other spheres 
(the moral realm, for example). (The Language of God, 
p 165.)



Francis Collins. “… Even Albert Einstein saw the 
poverty of a purely naturalistic worldview. 
Choosing his words carefully, he wrote, “Science 
without religion is lame, religion without science 
is blind.” The meaning of human existence, the 
reality of God, the possibility of an afterlife, and 
many other spiritual questions lie outside of the 
reach of the scientific method.” (The Language of 
God. p 228)
• Video 1



• What does the Bible say? We can 
know there is a God by observing 
His handiwork!

• Ps. 8:3 When I look at your heavens, 
the work of your fingers, the moon 
and the stars, which you have set in 
place, 4 What is man that You take 
thought of him, …? (ESV)



• Ps. 19:1 The heavens declare the 
glory of God, and the sky above 
proclaims his handiwork. (ESV)

• Rom. 1:20 For his invisible attributes, 
namely, his eternal power and divine 
nature, have been clearly perceived, 
ever since the creation of the world, in 
the things that have been made. So 
they are without excuse. (ESV)



• God is supernatural and beyond 
the reach of science. 

• “Science requires a natural, verifiable 
cause. Science cannot even consider 
evidence that is not natural and verifiable. 
Therefore, a miracle is irreconcilable with 
our modern understanding of both science 
and history.” John Macquarrie, Principles of 
Christian Theology (Scribner, 1977). (Keller, p. 260)



• Isn’t evolution irreconcilable with 
Christianity?

• “Naturalistic evolution. The Naturalistic 
evolution theory (or unguided evolution) posits 
the view that new species of life came into 
being as a result of natural causes only, that 
is, without any supernatural intervention 
(compare Creationism). Thus it is "a view that 
was expressly intended to take God out of the 
picture of creation.“”



2. Rather than disprove God, hasn’t 
science given us evidence 
(unintended?) that a creator exists?

A. The beginning of the universe. (Gen 1:1. 
Creation ex-nihilo (Latin))

B. The fine-tuning of the universe. Ps 8:3  
Video2.

C. The human genome. Genetic code and its 
order are the instructions for building a 
living being. 



DNA … is a long 
molecule that 
contains our unique 
genetic code. Like a 
recipe book, it holds 
the instructions for 
making all the 
proteins in our 
bodies. 



• Is there evidence for the 
resurrection of Jesus?

A. Worship on Sunday not Saturday
B. Birth of Christianity out of Judaism.
C. Women were first to the tomb 
D. The writings of the Apostle Paul, the 

first persecutor of the church.
•See Lee Strobel YouTube video.



3. If science disproves God, how do 
you explain that many scientists are 
Christians?

A. How I Changed My Mind About Evolution –
Evangelicals Reflect on Science and Faith 
(BioLogos Books on Science and Christianity)

B. The Language of God. A Scientist Presents 
Evidence for Belief. Francis S. Collins. (Free Press)

C. Confronting Christianity- 12 Hard Questions for 
the World’s Largest Religion. Rebecca McLaughlin 
(Crossway) (chapter 7).



• Putting belief to a formula (Keller 
adapted):

• REASON + EVIDENCE + FAITH = BELIEF. 
•Who or What faith is placed in defines one’s 
belief.

•Faith in God/Christ = Christianity.
•Faith in Philosophical Naturalism = Atheist
•Faith in “other” = “Other”



Next steps.

1. Examine the “formula for faith” 
presented in the beginning of the 
message. What is the basis of your 
faith? Do you lack reasons or 
evidence to place your faith in Jesus. 
Start the journey today.

2. Surrender your life to Jesus, today.
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